2019 FOOTBALL GAMEDAY - STUDENT REPARK

REPAIR DAYS AND TIMES
WILL BE ANNOUNCED TO STUDENT PARKING PERMIT HOLDERS EACH GAME WEEK VIA EMAIL.

PARKING LOTS TO MOVE FROM:
- HUGHES WAY – LOT #210
- HUGHES WAY – LOT #410
- INGERSOLL HALL – LOT #215
- ACADEMIC VILLAGE – LOT #230
- NEWSOM HALL – LOT #236
- GREEN HALL – LOT #165
- SUMMIT HALL – LOT #245

PARKING LOTS TO MOVE TO:
- WESTFALL HALL – LOT #115
- PARMELEE HALL – LOT #145
- ALLISON HALL – LOT #170
- INDOOR PRACTICE FACILITY – LOT #180
- EDWARDS HALL – LOT #220
- BRAIDEN HALL – LOT #470
- SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE GARAGE – LOT #577

WHEN VEHICLES MAY RETURN TO REGULAR PARKING LOTS:
BEGINNING 4 HOURS OR AT MIDNIGHT FOLLOWING EACH FOOTBALL GAME THROUGH 7:00 A.M. ON MONDAYS.

SAFEWALK IS ALSO PROVIDED BY CSU POLICE, 7 DAYS A WEEK, DUSK UNTIL DAWN - (970) 491-1155.

REPAIR IS REQUIRED!
FAILURE TO REPAIR IN ONE OF THE DESIGNATED REPAIR LOTS WILL RESULT IN THE VEHICLE BEING TOWED OR TICKETED. ALL TOWING FEES ARE THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL REGISTERED TO THE VEHICLE. PLEASE CALL CSU POLICE AT (970) 491-6425.